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To understand the collective dimension of consumer-brand relationships, formed between luxury fashion brands and female dyads within a family, we analyzed the link between family identity and consumer-brand relationships. A qualitative approach was chosen to investigate 5 different families using in-depth interviews with mother-daughter dyads. The main results consist of the extension of the consumer-brand relationship construct, providing a triangulated perspective on the topic, and proposing an initial typology composed of three emerging forms of collective consumer-brand relationship: sorority initiation, prom queen friendship and in-law relationship. This study inaugurates a collective approach to consumer-brand relationship studies, especially in the luxury context, using an intergenerational female family bundle as the unit of analysis (mother-daughter-brand), whereas research has traditionally focused on individual relationships (consumer-brand). By understanding how brands navigate the family territory - building collective relationships with brands - marketing managers can fine-tune branding strategy and positioning, according to the role they wish their brands to exert inside the family or other collective contexts, thus resulting in higher loyalty levels.
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1. Introduction

This paper explores the dynamics related to consumer-brand relationships and family identity, specifically targeting intergenerational transfers between mother and daughter in the context of luxury fashion brands and thus bringing a new perspective to the consumer-brand relationship domain. In doing so, the aim is to analyze triangulated relationships formed between mothers, daughters and different luxury brands in the collective territory of family.
The concept of consumer-brand relationship (hereafter CBR) was proposed by Fournier (1998) as a metaphor for consumer attachment to brands, given similarities to an interpersonal relationship. The topic gave birth to a significant stream of research (Fournier, 1998; Kates, 2000; Kim; Jin, 2011; Fournier; Breazeale; Fetscherin, 2012; Fetscherin; Heilmann, 2015). Nevertheless, the focus of this theoretical effort was restricted to a dyadic interaction (consumer-brand), without being capable of fully explaining the broader perspective of collective relationships and networks. As stated by O’Guinn and Muñiz (2014), “brand relationships are made through social forces” and are therefore not individual by nature, despite the approach fostered by traditional dyadic (consumer-brand) research.

The context is luxury consumption among Brazil’s emergent consumers. The Brazilian market is ranked 20th in the world, with sales of over US$3 billion, even in the middle of an economic downturn (Euromonitor International, 2016). The size and growth of this market have been attracting research interest (Tynan; Mckechnie; Chhuon, 2010). Additionally, the growing global handbag market is led by luxury brands and was worth over US$48 billion in 2013 (Euromonitor International, 2014). More than a fashion accessory, the handbag is an icon of identity and social status (Kaufmann, 2011), as well as a lifestyle prop, and is used to communicate desired impressions (Berger, 2010).

Building on its expressive aspects, and seeking to explore its sharing potential (Eisman, 2010; Kaufmann, 2011) inside the family, the handbag is the focal point of discussion in this research, which investigates CBRs in the luxury fashion arena and contributes by providing a sociocultural perspective on the CBR theme. In addition, research on CBR in the luxury context (e.g. Kim; Jin, 2011; Hanslin; Rindlell, 2014; Hodge et al. 2015) is still limited and has not yet tackled the family scenario. Also, the focus on emerging consumers enriches the analysis by investigating status consumption from a rarely studied social mobility standpoint (Rocha; Rocha; Rocha, 2016).

This study seeks to position luxury fashion good consumption in the family field, in an attempt to understand its relational capacities and interaction with family identity. The main connection between these parts is the symbolic use of brands that is enabled by the increasing need of regarding and relating to brands as human characters (Fournier, 1998) and the symbolism that characterizes the consumption of luxury products (Hodge et al., 2015). This involves analyzing the interplay of different dimensions of collectivity-individuality, examining CBR and family bundle-related dynamics, scrutinizing the applicability of Fournier’s typology (1998) and its further extensions (e.g. Kates, 2000; Ji, 2002; Zayer; Neier, 2011; Hanslin; Rindlell, 2014), while trying to identify new relationship forms. It thus supports the growing body of CBR literature, using the family to investigate the CBR in less dyadic terms, and extending its reach to the sociocultural sphere where relationships are embedded in complex networks. This approach also reinforces the suitability and potential contribution of Consumer Culture Theory (hereafter “CCT”) (Arnould; Thompson, 2005) and its symbolic and sociocultural perspective in the CBR arena.

Hence, the objective of this research is to identify the forms and characteristics of collective triangulated consumer-brand relationships formed between mothers and daughters and luxury fashion brands. We conducted long in-depth in-home interviews with mother-
daughter dyads of five families. The main findings consist of the extension of the CBR construct, providing a triangulated perspective on the topic, and proposing an initial typology of collective CBRs with three emerging forms that exercise different roles inside the family unit.

2. Literature Review

The following sections undertake a review of the CBR literature and examine the concept’s connections with family identity and the luxury fashion context.

2.1 Consumer-Brand Relationship

The CBR construct has inspired a consistent stream of research in marketing (e.g. BENGTSSON, 2003; AAKER; Fournier; Brasel, 2004; Aggarwal, 2004; Fournier; Breazeale; Fetscherin, 2012; Fetscherin; Heilmann, 2015) and even though different angles seem to emerge and there is no clear consensus regarding a definition of the term in academia (Veloutsou, 2007), all authors acknowledge the existence of bonds between consumers and brands.

Fournier (1998) introduced the interpersonal relationship metaphor to the branding arena by arguing for the “legitimacy of the brand as an active relationship partner” (Fournier 1998, p. 344) according to Hinde’s (1995 apud Fournier, 1998, p. 344) principles that qualify an interpersonal relationship: reciprocal exchange between partners, purposive actions involving provision of meanings, several cross-dimensional forms and ranges and a process phenomenon. Fournier (1998) shows that consumers relate to brands, building up their meanings in a truly active way, not only borrowing from what is intended by marketers but actually producing the modern culture and assembling these relationships themselves. As she states: “consumers do not choose brands, they choose lives” (Fournier 1998, p. 367) and for that matter each brand has a role in their lives, where brands’ meanings are created, negotiated and reinforced in a way that fits individual life projects and identities.

The author develops a typology of meaningful relationship forms that people cultivate with brands, all of which refer to human relationships, but restricted to a dyadic dimension, and therefore without being capable of fully explaining the broader perspective of collective relationships which are the topic of this study and will be illustrated below. Additionally, the fact that this typology is restricted to specific context of women’s consumption of supermarket goods (Sweeney; Chew, 2002) and that “relationships both affect, and are affected by, the contexts in which they are embedded” (Fournier 1998, p. 346) stresses the importance of understanding CBR among different settings.

This endeavor is pursued by several studies that extend Fournier’s proposition. Interesting cases in point are the studies by Kates (2000) that analyzes the gay community, and Ji (2002) that seeks to understand the relationships between children and brands. Sweeney and Chew (2002) base their investigations on Fournier (1998) and its suitability to the services domain, while Zayer and Neier (2011) study male consumers of fashion and grooming products. Another example is Hanslin and Rindell’s article (2014) which explores the extensions provided by these previous studies and is able to identify new relationship forms in the context of the luxury fashion industry.
However, apart from Kates (2000), which deals with a subculture, no collective perspective is presented in the above studies. Although there is research on brand communities, the focus shifts from the relationship itself to the brand relationship as a means of forming social links (FOURNIER, 2014). The study by McAlexander, Schouten, and Koenig (2002), for example, builds on Fournier (1998) and Muñiz and O’Guinn’s (2001) ideas, contributing the notion that both consumer–brand relationships and consumer–consumer–brand relationships (depicted by brand communities) are situated within a relationship mosaic. The latter also incorporates consumer-product and consumer-brand relationships - reinforcing the network perspective provided by Epp and Price (2008) - but once again concentrates on admirers of a brand instead of a neutral collective environment, such as the family territory.

In a more recent study, O’Guinn and Muñiz (2014) stress the importance of acknowledging the socially constructed nature of brands and, therefore, of understanding “brand relations as meaningful because they are social” (O’GUINN; MUÑIZ 2014, p. 191). This reaffirms the relevance of collectiveness evidencing the research opportunity in investigating a family relational bundle and its interplay with CBR - considering both individual and communal aspects - and which leads to a novel perspective.

2.3 Family identity

A collective approach to relationships is also provided by the family identity construct. Price and Epp (2005) show that studies of family identity explain how objects and services are built into the family identity and transferred across generations, as in the case of the diffusion of consumption patterns and relationships with brands. The authors introduce a network approach to family (2008) that presents the family unit as a complex system of relationships with individual, relational (e.g. couple, parent-child) and collective dimensions in which family members are embedded, thus problematizing the understanding of family dynamics. This perspective highlights that different bundles (individual, relational, and collective) are in constant interaction and negotiation and that family identity is a continuous mutually constructed process (EPP; PRICE, 2008).

The framework provided by Epp and Price (2008) that exploits the network approach demonstrates how families use consumption to manage interplays between the different dimensions of family identity, drawing on varied communications forms and marketplace resources in which potential moderators act to build, change or even weaken family identity bundles. By doing this, the authors (2008) change the unit of analysis from the individual to the interplay of identity bundles in which products and brands are nested, directly impacting the understanding of family decision-making, consumer socialization and person-object relations.

Specifically regarding the person-object relations matter, Epp and Price (2008, p. 61) acknowledge that, although previous studies (e.g. BELK, 1992; GENTRY; BAKER; KRAFT, 1995) recognize “objects as representative of identity states at particular points in time (…), this does not uncover the dynamic interplay of the biography of objects with the identity practices of families over time”. An example would be how a particular object, such as a handbag and also its brand, interact with family identity bundles (EPP; PRICE, 2008). The latter is precisely the focus of this study, which extends the person-object relation spectrum to CBRs, while seeking an understanding of meanings and uses through the cultural biographies of objects proposed by Kopytoff (1986). The network perspective (EPP; PRICE, 2008) is therefore reinforced and
illustrated by the cultural biography of objects’ theory (KOPYTOFF, 1986), as it reveals how inanimate objects can be active in family identity enactment processes (EPP; PRICE, 2008).

2.4 Luxury

Even though research interest in luxury has been growing in recent years (TYNAN; MCKECHNIE; CHHUON, 2010), there is still a confusing and acknowledged lack of consensus regarding concepts of luxury and luxury brands in academia (CIORNEA et al. 2012; CHANDON; LAURENT; VALETTE-FLORENCE, 2016; VICKERS; RENAND, 2003). However, there are some basic and recurrent characteristics that several scholars have associated with luxury in various disciplines (e.g. VEBLEN, 1899; KAPFERER, 2004; CASTARÈDE, 2005; LIPOVETSKY; ROUX; MACHADO, 2008; CORBELLINI; SAVIOLO, 2014; CYPRIANO, 2015), such as: superiority, distinction, high prices, prestige, exclusivity and quality. For the purpose of the present research, luxury entails indulgence of the senses, regardless of cost, this definition clearly illustrates that luxury is highly subjective and has different meanings to different people (MONKHOUSE; BARNES; STEPHAN, 2012). Although their opinions differ some scholars (TYNAN; MCKECHNIE; CHHUON, 2010; MILLER; MILLS, 2012; KAPFERER; BASTIEN, 2009) agree on the existence of a continuum that goes from necessity or mass consumer goods at one end to high-end luxury goods at the other, and where luxury starts must be determined by consumers (TYNAN; MCKECHNIE; CHHUON, 2010), this underlines the intrinsic subjectivity of the construct and the importance of the sociocultural perspective provided by CCT, which relies on the idea that consumption is embedded in culture and thus shaped by it (ARNOULD; THOMPSON, 2005).

Building on this idea, some scholars (BRAUN; ZOLFAGHARIAN; BELK, 2016) seek to understand the process whereby a product goes from the luxury end to the necessity one, like the product category in this study - the handbag -, which was once a superfluous item and is nowadays a must in women’s daily life (KAUFMANN, 2011; STOCKLEY, 2012).

Moreover, the motivations that drive people to consume luxury are also plentiful, but can be grouped, as proposed by Vickers and Renand (2003), into: functional, experiential (e.g. quest for pleasure/hedonism), and symbolic interaction (e.g. connection to a group/affirmation of social status). The symbolism is one of the key characteristics that differentiate luxury products from ordinary ones defining that luxury brands are brands that go beyond functionality (ESMAEILPOUR, 2015), they are impressions in the minds of consumers that comprehend associations with high levels of price, quality, aesthetics and singularity (HODGE et al. 2015) which highlight their importance as status symbols (OKONKWO, 2007; TRUONG; MCCOLL, 2011) and identity builders (WANG; GRISKEVICIUS, 2014; ESMAEILPOUR, 2015). As stated by Twitchell (2001, p. 60), “you are not what you wear but who you wear” and what each brand stands for matters greatly in the luxury fashion context (ESMAEILPOUR, 2015), where brand relationships are largely influenced by brands’ images (HANSLIN; RINDELL, 2014). There is considerable evidence of the importance of brands as meaning providers and the fashion industry is central to the circulation of meanings in society (ALLEN; FOURNIER; MILLER, 2008). Corbellini and Saviolo’s (2014) present a segmentation model of the luxury industry that underscores this symbolic and status dimension. The authors divide the industry into three different levels: supreme luxury, lifestyle luxury and accessible luxury. Differences are mostly related to price ranges and design exclusiveness.

Research on CBR in the luxury context (e.g. KIM; JIN, 2011; HANSLIN; RINDELL, 2014; HODGE et al., 2015) is scant and has not addressed this issue in a family context. Apart from
Hanslin and Rindell’s (2014) project, studies have simply examined relationships in the light of Fournier’s (1998) study, with no ambition of identifying novel relationship forms. It is interesting to comment that although research has been conducted in specific contexts, such as the luxury cosmetics luxury (HODGE et al. 2015) or luxury retail brands (KIM; JIN, 2011), these studies contribute to the growing body of research by supporting Fournier’s (1998) findings and expressing the emergent relevance of the luxury context in the CBR domain.

3. Method

Consistent with the study’s exploratory nature and the CCT mindset (ARNOULD; THOMPSON, 2005), a qualitative methodology was adopted to recognize the CBRs created between mothers, daughters, and luxury fashion brands and to analyze the family influence by triangulating data within the same family.

Ten individual in-depth interviews were conducted with Brazilian female family members (5 mothers and 5 daughters), who were over 18 years old and consumers of luxury fashion handbags (Table 1). A total of 9 triangulated relationships were identified, with both mother and daughter considering them to be important in the family social environment. Only female dyads were chosen in order to reduce gender variations (FOURNIER, 1998). The mother-daughter family identity bundle was selected as unit of analysis to depict the family environment and explore possible intergenerational transfers (EPP; PRICE, 2008).

Similarly, the specific luxury fashion item ‘handbag’ was chosen mainly because of its capacity to express women’s individual identity (BERGER, 2010; KAUFMANN, 2011; EISMAN, 2010) and consequent higher brand involvement. As personal objects, handbags may or may not be shared inside a family, but they are an entrance space for brands and their meanings. As luxury is a very complex concept the list of brands (Appendix 1) covered by a global project called The World Handbag Report (THE DIGITAL LUXURY GROUP, 2012) - a study that provides an analysis of consumer demand for luxury handbags worldwide - was used as a reference to determine the luxury fashion brands.

Recruitment of informants was made through purposeful sampling based on the author’s acquaintance network, and they each had at least one of those brands’ handbags

**Table 1 – Interviewees’ Profiles**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FAMILY</th>
<th>BIOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Daughter 01</td>
<td>Woman, 28yo, single, living with her sister in Rio de Janeiro, medical doctor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mother 01</td>
<td>Woman, 57yo, married, mother of 2, living with her husband in Manaus/AM, lawyer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daughter 02</td>
<td>Woman, 39yo, married, mother of 1, living with her husband and son in São Paulo, lawyer not currently working</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mother 02</td>
<td>Woman, 66yo, married, mother of 2, living with her husband in São Paulo, retired</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daughter 03</td>
<td>Woman, 29yo, engaged, living with her fiancée in São Paulo, medical doctor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mother 03</td>
<td>Woman, 55yo, married, mother of 2, living with her husband and a daughter in Manaus/AM, entrepreneur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daughter 04</td>
<td>Woman, 33yo, married, living with her husband in São Paulo, master’s student</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mother 04</td>
<td>Woman, 65yo, married, mother of 2, living with her husband in Campos dos Goytacazes/RJ, psychoanalyst and college professor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daughter 05</td>
<td>Woman, 29yo, single, living alone in Rio de Janeiro/RJ, medical doctor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mother 05</td>
<td>Woman, 57yo, married, mother of 2, living with her husband and daughter in Manaus/AM, working as manager in her husband’s company</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data collection was based on in-depth interview (MCCracken, 1988), associated with projective techniques (ROOK, 2006), and supplemented by photos of products and storage space, and additional follow-up questions. The interview investigated informants’ life stories, preferences and opinions about fashion, and luxury consumption practices. The biography of each luxury bag was also explored (Kopytoff, 1986). All interviews were conducted in the informants1 homes, between June and August 2016. They were audio-recorded and transcribed, generating more than 9 hours of audio and 204 transcribed pages.

Data analysis started with a full review of the data, together with an initial coding process, for context description. The material was then organized by family unit. Finally, the analysis concentrated on triangulated relationships where mother-daughter-brand ties created a meaningful relationship (Fournier, 1998). 21 of the 27 different handbag brands cited corresponded to luxury ones, and 43 meaningful individual CBRs were identified among them. Further analysis then led to the identification of 9 triangulated relationships, from which 3 conceptual relationship types emerged as a theoretical contribution.

4. Findings

To effectively identify the forms and characteristics of the triangulated collective CBRs, it was necessary to understand the dynamics of interviewed families and their socioeconomic context, while also comprehending their perceptions regarding luxury brands and the luxury market.

4.1 Families

Interviewed families were upper middle class or upper class, where the older cohort has acquired wealth within their own generation rather than through inheritance, characterizing emergent consumers who developed preferences and practices in their original social groups, but had also the opportunity to emulate the lifestyle of their new peers (ROCHA; ROCHA; ROCHA, 2016). In addition, Brazil had a closed market until 1994, with most families thus having no access to international luxury brands, which could only be bought on trips abroad – a rare occurrence in the case of middle class consumers during that unstable economic period (Giambiagi et al. 2011; Yacoub, 2011). Consequently, these mothers had broad access only to the Victor Hugo brand3, which was heavily inspired by international competitors but constituted a Brazilian luxury alternative (Moherdau, 2000). When foreign brands started to flood into the Brazilian market, import duties were so high that an ordinary middle class consumer could not afford this type of product (FavarO, 2015; Giambiagi et al. 2011). Hence, the growth of the economy and broad access to international tourism over the past 10-15 years has enabled Brazilians to increase their international purchases. This is especially so in the case of the luxury segment - with Brazilians buying 80% of their luxury products

3 Victor Hugo is a Brazilian leather goods brand. It was created by a Uruguayan designer of the same name in the 70’s, when Brazil’s ports were closed to imports and this brand, inspired by international luxury brands, was the only alternative for Brazilians in general.
abroad (MAZZA, 2014) - and has completely changed emerging consumers’ habits (ROCHA; ROCHA; ROCHA, 2016). Deep-rooted in the economic background, the families interviewed concentrate their luxury consumption during international trips, which holds a value of achievement.

Shared collective handbag consumption was determined by two factors: mother-daughter intimacy level and degree of interest in luxury fashion. Families where relationships are close and both mother and daughter are interested in luxury fashion constitute a co-ownership system, where bags represent a shared space with no individual property, and both parties are willing to learn from each other. This excerpt from Daughter 1’s interview is a good illustration of this analysis: “We share everything, there’s no ownership. As these items are expensive, we tend to buy them as a group (daughters and mother). That’s why our handbags are always on the move, sometimes in Rio, other times in Manaus”.

When families are intimate, but one of the parties does not care about fashion, consumption is more individualized, and sharing is occasional, limited to physical proximity. They develop a provisional joint collection during these periods in which “what’s mine is ours when we’re together” (Daughter 5). Furthermore, when the mother-daughter relationship is distant, they develop separate individual private collections which may have little in common. This aspect is exemplified in the following extract “one time my mom asked to borrow my Gucci for a wedding, I told her that the Chanel is for wedding, not the Gucci. My mom is so outdated. We’re the opposite” (Daughter 2).

4.2 Brands: hierarchy and meanings

Based on the interviewees’ discourse, a perceptual map (Figure 1) was produced to illustrate a consumer perceptual brand hierarchy, ranging from (a) ‘basic’ luxury (the entry level), divided into two sublevels where the lowest is not real luxury, only the access segment, and the highest characterizes the actual entry point, with brands such as Louis Vuitton and Burberry that are not cheap, but represent the fundamentals of luxury; to a second stage which is higher in status perception, (b) ‘self-expression’ luxury, which is more trend-related and season-focused, exemplified by Prada and Fendi; and finally to (c) ‘iconic’ luxury, a more inaccessible and aspirational-driven segment, which is deeply rooted in heritage and tradition, embodied by brands like Chanel and Hermès. This map can be redesigned as a scale and directly connected to the continuum concept (TYNAN; MCKECHNIE; CHHUON, 2010; MILLER; MILLS, 2012; KAPFERER; BASTIEN; 2009) - ranging from an absolute necessity to an absolute luxury. In our data, basic luxury is where luxury starts, followed by self-expression luxury and ending at iconic high-end luxury, all of which are subjectively defined by each individual. This classification is similar to the one used in Corbellini and Saviolo’s (2014) model.
4.3 Triangulated relationships

The triangulated manifestations of CBRs substantiated the outline of three conceptual collective types that are proposed as an initial typology of collective CBR forms: sorority initiation, prom queen friendship and in-law relationship. They represent a difference of involvement among the human parties, where one plays a role of influencer (important source of influence who generally has more brand involvement) while another plays the role of influenced. It is these influence dynamics that seem to enable the triangulations, evidencing that relationships perform different functions inside the family.

**Sorority initiation**

This collective relationship is bounded by the initiation of one member into a luxury segment, facilitated by another member. Using the sorority initiation ritual as a parallel and considering that “being affiliated with a fraternity or [sorority] means belonging to a group of ‘brothers’ or [‘sisters’] who care about one another” (WHIPPLE, 1998, p. 1), the brand can be placed as an active and prominent sorority alumnus, an entity representative of that group, respected but also accessible, while the influencer guides the influenced initiation process, just like a sorority sister (current sorority member) plays the influencer’s role inviting the pledge (candidate to enter the sorority) to participate in this new relationship, reinforcing their personal bonds. This type of relationship is more common in the case of accessible luxury
brands (CORBELLINI; SAVIOLO, 2014), which are considered to be an entry to a new world and establishing new consumption patterns. The main purpose of this relationship is to bring mother and daughter closer together by creating a bridge of affinity through this consumption, which may be a conscious or unconscious goal of one of the parties. Both mother and daughter develop positive ties with the brand, but the emphasis is on their personal relationship and the handbag in this case is instrumental.

In this relationship the initiation occurs to equalize a difference formed when one of the parties started a new type of consumption, which created a process of differentiation within the female mother-daughter bundle. The triangulated CBR offers a realignment of their relations, by adapting communication forms and symbols, now that luxury consumption has been incorporated into family identity practices (EPP; PRICE, 2008).

Co-owner families revealed that mothers and daughters began the initiation process by both using the Louis Vuitton brand, reinforcing their similarity and perception of the brand as elementary for luxury consumers. The families with provisional joint collections exhibited, through Fendi and Louis Vuitton, a combination of the willingness to enter the fashion and luxury consumption market and the desire to create a closer mother-daughter relationship. They also developed a strong emotional attachment to the brands. Finally, the private collectors used Burberry mostly as a bridge between mother and daughter, attempting to produce closeness through consumption. There is no special affection for the brand because its function is to connect mother and daughter (FOURNIER, 2014).

Sorority initiation is the result of a combination of two individual forms of CBR (Figure 2) which, under the rules of family dynamics, consists of a new, collective, form of brand relationship. Examples of individual CBRs that could label the individual influencer-brand or the influenced-brand relationships are: committed partnerships (FOURNIER, 1998), best friendships (FOURNIER, 1998) and second best friendships (LINDHOLM, 2012 apud HANSLIN; RINDELL, 2014, p. 151). However, none of them independently fully explain the family’s inner dynamics. In addition, in the sorority initiation relationship type the study identified a new form of individual CBR that had not been mapped by previous studies - the polygamous marriage, consisting of a, positive and intense, but not exclusive relationship, where both parties recognize that there are other partners with the same levels of commitment and there are no favorites. Loyalty in this case is directed towards luxury consumption and not to a single brand.
Prom queen friendship

The prom queen friendship (Figure 3) refers to a consumption context where the influencer is more emotionally committed to the brand than the influenced party, evidencing an asymmetry in the mother-daughter bundle, where the influencer displays her sophistication by introducing a new upscale brand into the family’s consumption, while the influenced follows closely but at an earlier stage of luxury consumption.

This relationship is the result of an effort to promote the family to the next level of luxury and is closely related to the individual status enhancing relationship identified by Hanslin and Rindell (2014), albeit with a collective approach, which positions the brand as a prom queen (popular girl that people want to be friends with) and the mother and daughter as friends who have achieved that spot which is out of reach for many people. The influencer is more comfortable and identifies more personally with the brand more personally, while the influenced, despite valuing the status enhancing function of the brand, can feel a little out of place amidst all the glamour. However, it is important to note that both parties are committed to, and admire, the prom queen brand that is the focus of this relationship. This is because it upgrades the family to a new luxury standard, re-signifying consumers through its expressive capacities to rebuild the collective dimension of family (or “the family’s identity”) identity (EPP; PRICE, 2008).

The families that usually display the prom queen friendship are the co-owners. Family 1 wears Prada as a symbol of sophistication and status and develops an intense, positive, and most of all public relationship with the brand. Family 3 consumes Chanel as sign of elegance,
prestige and financial achievement, although the daughter — due to her young age — express the feeling that her consumption is often perceived as slightly out-of-place since she cannot afford a Chanel bag on her own, even though she relates well to the brand.

Figure 3 – Prom queen friendship relationship scheme
Source: author’s own elaboration

In-law relationship

In this relationship form the brand is placed as an in-law, very close to one of the family members and superficially related to the others, which is very similar to the kinship relationship form described by Fournier (1998). However, this dyadic relationship is portrayed as being involuntary, with family ties supporting just one side of the collective perspective. The in-law relationship is voluntary for one party and involuntary for the other because it symbolizes a form of individual differentiation in the collective family context, although not constituting a kind of segregation that blocks the relationship with other family members. The influencer projects the brand’s personality onto her own individual identity more deeply, whereas the influenced develops a shallow connection which may be positive, negative or neutral. Although a conflict does not have to be explicit, there is a clear estrangement that creates a disparity between mother and daughter, evidencing the weakening of the mother-daughter identity bundle and a discord among individual and relational identities (EPP; PRICE, 2008).

Families with two distinct profiles exhibited this form of relationship. Private collectors consider Chanel a classic and sophisticated brand, so the daughter, seeking to add these features to her own personal identity, establishes an intense relationship with the brand in which there is a great deal of emotional attachment. On the other hand, these same qualities seem overwhelming to the mother who says she does not identify with the brand, but is willing to
live with it when necessary. She thus develops a superficial relationship linked to special occasions, while recognizing her daughter’s affinity with the brand. In this situation, the brand exerts agency by communicating the difference between mother and daughter and creating a bigger space between them.

The co-owners use Burberry as an in-law connected to the mother who decided to start the relationship because she connects with her perceptions of the brand in terms of style and design, while the daughter is a user who, despite having a very positive image of the brand, does not identify with it, always relating it to her mother. In this case the brand rebalances the mother’s position in the family hierarchy, pinpointing her progression in luxury consumption until reaching autonomy. Formerly influenced, now an influencer.

**Figure 4 – In-law relationship scheme**

*Source: author’s own elaboration*

5. Conclusion and further studies

As proposed earlier the aim of this paper was to understand the dynamics of collective CBRs. The luxury fashion market was used as research context and the family environment as the unit of analysis. This led to the identification of three different relationship patterns that exert agency within the families interviewed. Even though these relationships were identified in a specific context, they could probably arise in different luxury segments or even other markets, such as the sorority initiation form, which may emerge in environments characterized by the diffusion of new consumption habits.
In addition to the potentialities of extending these findings to different settings, the practical contribution of starting a categorization of collective brand relationships is that, by understanding how brands navigate in the family territory, marketing managers can better define their branding strategy and improve brand positioning according to the agency they wish their brands to exert inside the family or other collective contexts, thus resulting in higher loyalty levels which are key for fashion luxury brands (ESMAEILPOUR, 2015).

One example of the practicalities of these constructs is that brands wishing to be seen as prom queens should invest in status creation and in becoming iconic so that a network of meanings is available for the influencer to rely on when convincing the influenced and the family as a whole, thus transforming the brand into an aspirational gift that symbolizes love and conquest. By contrast, brands that have a very clear positioning and strong personality traits are more likely to turn into in-laws, which may or may not restrict their use inside the family but can create a statement that reinforces brand positioning strategies. In addition, brands that want to be perceived as luxury pillars should aim at growing into sorority representatives that consumers and their families will have to apply to when striving to enter the luxury fashion segment.

These findings not only extend Fournier’s work (1998) but also touch the doings of Muñiz and O’Guinn (2001; 2014) and McAlexander, Schouten, and Koenig (2002), building a bridge between these research streams. At the same time, this research reinforces Price’s (2015) beliefs in the relationship agency and the importance of the symbolism for luxury consumption (HODGE et al., 2015) besides the subjectivity of the construct (MONKHOUSE; BARNES; STEPHAN, 2012). This study also makes a significant contribution to the branding realm by showing that, in a collective environment, the combination of individual brand relationships may form different collective relationships.

Aside qualitative approach limitations related to the impossibility of generalizing results due to context restrictions (BELK; FISCHER; KOZINETS, 2012), another limitation of the study was the size of the sample, which, in addition to not covering all possible family arrangements and socioeconomic classes and being limited to the Brazilian context, was also narrowed down to two members per family. In addition, it is important to stress that the relationships identified occurred in a luxury consumption learning context. In other milieus, where luxury consumption is the “default mode” and consumers have higher cultural capital (HOLT, 1998), the nature of the relationships formed will possibly be different from the ones identified here, which suggests an opportunity for future research. Furthermore, other recommendations for research would be to enlarge the sample to understand the dynamics related to the male role and other female family members.
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